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INTRODUCTION
a modern label for forward thinking and entrepreneurial artists. We are the team that help build your brand 
and relentlessly execute your vision

MASSENCE MUSIC GROUP works with standout new artists that are charismatic hardworking, and unique. Its 
preferable to work with artists who are songwriters and collaborators, but vital that they have a vision for 
their future and are 100% committed to music, to help you live the dream and to reach that next level of 
fame. From coaching, release-support, marketing, production and distribution, end to end.

Besides providing concierge level services, we are driven by data and marketing statistics.
In order to live up to be a data driven company we have introduced PLAYTREKS, an artificial intelligence 
marketing platform for both record labels and artists alike, where all relevant data ranging from streaming 
statistics to royalties can be found
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MASSENCE MUSIC GROUP is home to 
a diverse, global roster of some of the 
world’s premier musical talent, from 
emerging acts to superstars. We advise 
and partner with some of the leading 
and newest artists. We invest in and 
support their growth, and together with 
the talents create opportunities in 
media and entertainment.

Besides providing concierge level 
services, we are driven by data and 
marketing. In order to live up to be a 
data driven company we have 
introduced PLAYTREKS, an AI driven 
marketing intelligence platform.

OUR 
COMPANY

OUR 
COMPANY
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CORE TEAM

ANJO DE HEUS – CHIEF HIFI, LOUD AND WITHOUT DISTORTION

ROBBERT VROEGINDEWEIJ – CHIEF CLARITY

CRISTIAN PRIGOANA – LIKE CP3O BUT HUMAN AND A MASTER IN AI

MS. SASHIKALA (SASHI) – LIKE A DIAMOND, THE BEST CONDUCTOR OF SOUND

ANNA RAUSCH – NATURAL LANGUAGE EXPERT PROVIDING THE MOST NATURAL SOUND

RON RENTEN – TONE PITCH AND VOLUME 

DAAN VAN DE POL – WHAT WE DONT KNOW ABOUT MUSIC, HE KNOWS

PLUS THREE EXTERNAL DEVELOPERS

NICOLAS DAVIDOU – PUTS COLOR TO MUSIC CREATING THE FINEST ARTWORK



You Can’t Do 
Everything By 

Yourself
Massence Music Group offers a “360” model to their 

partners and artists, which consists of concierge level 
services including, yet not limited to:

Music distribution, Brand Management, 
Marketing & Promotion, Publishing & Syncing, 
Artwork, Collaborations, Bookings, Software
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We believe in democratizing the 
music industry. Allowing 
individuals to take control over 
their own destiny, allowing them to 
understand what is happening to 
their own music. We use AI to 
make you understand what is 
going on with your music, offer 
intelligent guidance to make you 
heard.

For most record labels, 
technological change has 
created more questions than 
answers. Are they even relevant 
anymore? Which tech trends and 
tools matter for their bottom line, 
and which ones are just "hype"? 
Many record labels can not take 
this hurdle and remain in the past.

COMPETITIVE 
ADVANTAGE

USTHEM



TRANSPARENCY, HONESTY, VISIBILITY

WHAT ARE THE MUSIC 
INDUSTRY PROBLEMS?

• Streaming income
• Massive media overload
• No response to demos
• Reviews not published
• Low turnout
• Canceled shows
• Low funds
• Royalty collections
• Copyright and royalty issues between collaborators
• No radio royalties
• Songwriter problems
• Shooting with a shotgun as every day more than 40K tracks are uploaded
• Many many more problems



IF THIS IS THE PROBLEM FOR ESTABLISHED ARTISTS, WHAT 
ABOUT ASPIRING ARTISTS?

Pretty sure you already know the answer



SOLUTION
We are the partner that helps build your brand 
relentlessly execute your vision, by providing 
artist development & and a range of 
management services, driven by professionals 
and supported by modern day technologies 
like our in-house development PlayTreks
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SERVICES

RECORD LABEL
Artist Agreements 

with the goal of 
releasing music 

with marketing and 
playlist support

ARTIST MANAGEMENT
Artist Agreements 

with a Record Label 
support plus 

extensive artist 
support like 

bookings

MARKETING / BRANDING
All the previous but 
with a high effort to 
promote the artist 
guiding him/her to 

stardom

SOFTWARE
PlayTreks, a full-

blown solution for 
artists and labels to 
get detailed info on 
performance and 

statistics

+M M G
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MARKET 
SIZE

The music industry is enormous. The numbers for 2018 
show that the industry is continuing on the growth path 
that started in 2016 after an 11-year slump: Overall 
growth was 13% over last year to $9.8 billion—off 
slightly from 2017's 17% growth over 2016 but healthy
nonetheless.

Interactive streaming, through services like YouTube, 
Spotify, Apple Music and Amazon Music Unlimited, is 
now dominating the industry even more than before. 
Revenue from those services is now 63% of overall 
industry revenue, and total subscribership has topped 
the 50 million mark. 
Digital radio (Pandora, Sirius XM satellite radio and 
streams of AM/FM stations) is also returning to growth 
after stalling last year, exceeding the $1 billion mark in 
2018 and adding another 12% of industry revenue. That 
means that streaming now accounts for three-quarters 
of total industry revenue.
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TRACTION

Start of Massence Music Group on April 1st, 2019

Released the first 40 tracks to understand the market and attract artists

Currently have more than 20 artists on our roster (and growing)

We had a pipeline of about 60 tracks on January 1st, 2020

We boosted the profiles of our artists significantly (more than 10 million listeners, 
close to 5 million streams)

PlayTreks is currently in beta mode

DanceFairOnline is running in stealth mode with already more than 800 users

We have a exclusive distribution deal with TIDAL

We have an agreement in place with MQA (master quality software)

We have explosive numbers on our socials



UPLOADED 
EVERY DAY

SPEND ON 
ARTISTS EVERY 
DAY AND KEEPS 

GROWING

BEDROOM 
PRODUCERS, 
ARTISTS & 

PRODUCERS

RECORD LABELS 
AROUND THE 
WORLD, AND 

GROWING

11 MILLIONMILLIONS30K +40K SONGS
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PROFITABILITY IS 
FORECASTED AS OF 

Q4 2021 (STEEP)

WE EXPECT 
BREAKEVEN IN 

Q3 2021

REVENUE 
PREDICTION IN 

2024

100K PLAYTREKS 
USERS BY END OF 

2021

PROFITABLEBREAKEVEN4- 5 MILLION USERS

PREDICTED 
GROWTH



WHY IS PLAYTREKS USEFUL AND MUCH NEEDED?

Find out who has added your music to their Digital Streaming Platform Playlists, find new, influential curators 
on the go to pitch your music to and get a better understanding of where your digital plays are coming from. 

PlayTreks is a great tool for measuring your growth on social media and streaming platforms. 

Watch in real time to see if your marketing is paying off.

Stats stats and more stats. Learn more about who is streaming your music, where it has been playlisted and 
much more. 

Information is power. A full-stack solution (database, desktop, mobile apps & API) that can help you truly 
understand your audience and the way your music is being consumed. 

We are an accessible FOR ALL industry tool which will be trusted by many of the world’s biggest and best 
music companies, as well as artists, producers, artists managers to help them make better decisions.
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PRODUCT PITCH

OUR MISSION IS CREATING SIMPLE AND POWERFUL TOOLS TO DEMOCRATIZE 
DATA FOR ARTISTS AND RECORD COMPANIES SO THEY CAN MAKE INFORMED 

DECISIONS FASTER



Which are the top 10 playlists that 
are gaining traction (increasing the 
# of followers) in the last 30 days? My song is trending in _______ 

(country)

...what has my FB/YouTube 

engagement been in that market?

Which genre/mood (hiphop, jazz, dinner, 
chill, coffeehouse) playlists are rising?

My artist has a very similar style with 
_____ artist. Historically, what were the 
playlists that grew their audience?

My artist spiked in Spotify streams last 
night randomly...did they post 
something crazy on Instagram again?

What are the musical features (e.g., 
"positive" feelings, electronic/acoustic 
sounds) of specific playlists?

How often does this curator refresh 
______ (playlist)? Which playlists are 
stale?

Which playlists have undiscovered 
songs, but a large number of followers
(so that I can target those playlists)?

A taste of what we can answer for you.
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DEMO

Overview PlayTreks

https://youtu.be/Htrd7ZqjbRc
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Mercury is the closest 
planet to the Sun and the 
smallest one in our Solar 
System

INVESTMENT

SALES COST CASHFLOW RESULT



Does anyone have any questions?

anjo@massence.com 
+31 615 935347
Playtreks.com

CONTACT



THANKS


